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NI-712 Hand-Held Odor Eliminator
Fine-Mist Continuous Spray

•  Powerful odor eliminator for airborne odors.

•  Convenient 12oz sprays.  They contain no harmful hydrocarbon propellants.

•  Uses compressed air to dispense.  Spray from any position - even upside down!

•  Delivers a super fine mist for greater coverage with no fallout that could cause slippery floors.

•  Eliminate your worst airborne odors in seconds.  Don’t just cover them up.

•  One spray keeps an average 10x10x10 room odor-free for up to 
eight hours.

•  Available in ten fantastic fragrances.  Nine 12oz cans per case.

Botanical Bliss - A blissful blend of natural scents with touches of citrus combined with green tea, jasmine and deep woodzy undertones.

Clothesline Fresh - crisp and fresh.  Like perfectly laundered and sun dried cotton with a hint of wildflowers.  #127968

Fresh Orange - juicy, fresh cut oranges.  #124994

Warm Summer Nights - gentle ocean breezes combined with romantic flowers and warm moonlight.  #125526

Coconut Mango - tropical blend of dreamy coconut, warm vanilla and tangy mangoes.  #125573

Passionfruit Citrus - a beautiful, juicy blend of tropical fruit.  #125524

Red Delicious - scent of crisp red delicious apples bursting with flavor.  #126158

Sweet Lemon - sunny, zesty lemon with sweet velvety vanilla.  #125802

Happy Energy - an ultra bright, crisp scent that blends citrus with fresh floral and aquatic accents.  Bottled up liquid sunshine.  #128009

Tranquil Power -  a soft, powdery scent that blends the earthy calmness of natural herbaceous, flower, amber and musky scents.  #128004

Mixed Pack - #127999.  Includes two Fresh Orange, two Clothesline Fresh and one each of Coconut Mango, Passionfruit Citrus, Sweet 
Lemon, Red Delicious and Warm Summer Nights.

Birthday Bash Assortment Pack - #128830.  Includes three each of Botanical Bliss, Happy Energy and Tranquil Power.

Select A Scent Assortment - you get to select the nine cans you want in your assortment.  #128448   

Spray in an upward sweeping 
motion.  Use sparingly as a 
little goes a long way. 


